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Your Wossner piston was designed for high performance and reliability, using premium materials and 

manufacturing methods. The piston assembly is intended to provide reliable service, provided the engine is 

assembled and tuned properly.  

We often are asked about Wossner piston and component compatibility for bore surfaces and treatments. The 

following guide will help explain the nature of these and explain compatibility. 

FERROUS CYLINDER BORE 

Surface Material: Grey cast iron, steel, iron-steel alloys – typically the complete cylinder or block material, a 

liner that is cast in place, or a liner that is either pressed in place with interference fit, or held in suspension 

(such as a “wet” liner when used in a water-cooled engine)  

Magnetic: Yes 

Piston Compatibility: Forged aluminum pistons, included pistons that are externally coated with friction 

reduction material such as Moly or Teflon® 

Ring Compatibility: Cast iron, alloy steel, chrome faced, nitride treated, PVD, Titanium nitride, DLC coated 

NIKASIL® / NiCOM / ELECTROFUSION / SCEM CYLINDER BORE 

Surface Material:  Generally, these are a nickel silicon carbide coating applied to cylinder or liner as the interface 

material to support the piston and piston ring. Coating is finished at between .004 - .010” thickness build up. 

Magnetic: Only slightly  

Piston Compatibility: All forged aluminum pistons, included pistons that are coated with material such as Moly 

or Teflon®, or other known trade coatings intended to reduce friction 

Ring Compatibility: Cast iron, alloy steel, chrome faced, nitride treated, PVD, Titanium nitride, DLC coated 

CHROME CYLINDER BORE 

Surface Material: Hard chrome coating applied to cylinder substrate or liner as the interface material to the 

piston and piston ring  

Magnetic: Yes 

Piston Compatibility: All forged aluminum pistons, included pistons that are coated with friction reduction 

material such as Moly or Teflon® 

Ring Compatibility: Cast iron 

ALUSIL® / LOKASIL® / FRM CYLINDER BORE 

Surface Material: High silicon content sub-material (aluminum alloy) treated or honed to expose only the silicon 

content, or fiber matrix material, at the bore surface - to support the piston and rings  

Magnetic: No 

Piston Compatibility: Aluminum pistons, normally treated with iron impregnated coating, or thick aftermarket 

skirt coatings based in a molybdenum disulfide coating 

Ring Compatibility: Limited to OEM ring face materials 


